Laub's early interaction with Einstein has been limned in another place 2 . He was one of the very first physicists to realize the revolutionary implications of the special theory of relativity, and his research in the years before 1911 focused on the theoretical and especially experimental elaboration of Einstein's theory. Laub's was the first major evaluation, in 1910, of the experimental verifications of relativity. Nobel laureate Hendrik Antoon Lorentz made extensive use of it when lecturing. As late as 1912, with the addition to the literature of hundreds of titles relating to relativity, the Etatsmässige Extraordinarius of mathematical physics at Freiburg, Johann Georg Königsberger, felt that Laub's was the best existing survey 3 . Laub's success was his undoing. In 1909 and 1910 he served as assistant to temperamental Philipp Lenard at Heidelberg. Lenard had never forgiven Einstein for providing a revolutionary, quantum interpretation of the photoelectric effect and thus overshadowing Lenard's own Nobel-prize-winning work on the same phenomenon. Lenard was sceptical of special relativity, and he expected Laub to measure the density of the electromagnetic ether -a hypothetical substance that Laub and Einstein had no use for. In academic circles, unlike as in electrostatics and love, opposites repel. Lenard came to feel that Laub's experimental skills were insufficient, and he blocked Laub's attempts at becoming a privatdocent. Late in 1910 Laub began casting around for greener pastures.
The course of Laub's academic career in Argentina set the tone for what happened later. His geophysical charge, while permitting him to lecture on pure physics, required that he investigate larger-than-laboratory-sized phenomena. The engagement at La Plata proved unhappy. Though titular of a chair, he was responsible to the director of the La Plata astronomical observatory. In 1911 this directorship passed to an astronomer from the University of Michigan, William Joseph Hussey. The American arranged to have Laub fired -an action that remained unopposed by the new German director of the La Plata physics institute, Richard Gans. In 1914 Laub transferred all his attentions to the duties of a chair at the elite, national Laub's reaction to it all: "Please telephone me right away that the money has been sent, for I really need it" 27 . Without the money, Laub wrote to his nephew, he would have been sent to the poorhouse. His Argentine pension brought in around DM 170 per month. His savings in Buenos Aires, apparently some 60.000 pesos, were finally released by the government; because of devaluation, they were worth only 5500 Fr. Much or most of this sum seems to have gone to cover the cost of three operations. Laub reported that his sister-in-law, Emma Ahlmann Wendt, had found still more letters and printed material. He asked his nephew to bring the new material to Gerd Rosen for auction 28 . The documents -including a large number of Einstein's reprints from the early years and a few more of Einstein's letters -went on the block in April 1961 29 . Laub then sent additional items to Gerd Rosen for the autumn auction 30 . His position at this time was "not especially rosy". He complained to his nephew that Emma Ahlmann had lost a great deal of his material, including reprints of his articles with Einstein 31 . The autumn auction at Gerd Rosen brought lively bidding. It was featured on television and in the newspapers 32 . Laub added DM 643 to his coffers as a result 33 .
Money weighed on Laub's mind as he approached his eightieth birthday and saw two articles to press 34 . His small pension had stopped coming
